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$4. INTRODUCTIOS 
LET p : E -+ B be a fibre map with libre Fover the basepoint and inclusionj : F -+ E; suppose 
there is a homotopy homomorphic map r : RB -+ RE such that !$J 3 I- = 1. The present 
paper is concerned with the relationship between the followmg two statements: 
(i) The loop space RE has the H-space homotopy t)‘pe of QB x RF cia 11 0 (r x Qj), 
bhere ~1 is loop multiplication. 
(ii) The inchion j : F -+ E is nlonomorphic, i.e. j = ,f Y j J g implies f N g for any maps 
f, g : X --* F of an)’ space X into F. 
While we ignore whether (i) and (ii) are equivalent in general, various implications are 
valid under additional assumptions. Thus, in the first section, we prove that, provided B is 
a co-H-space, j is monomorphic if, and only if, E c B x F. The main result of the second 
section relates the suspension of the (universal) relative Whitehead product associated with 
p to the map resulting from the Hopf construction applied to the operation of QB on F. 
In the third section, we generalize the key lemma 3.2 in [3] so that it applies, in particular, 
to any two consecutive stages in the construction of the classifying space of any topological 
group [17]. We then give a very short proof of the known [8], [9] equivalence of(i) and (ii) 
in case p is homotopically equivalent to the inclusion of an m-dimensional projective space 
into the corresponding infinite projective space. In the last section, we give an answer to a 
question raised by 1. M. James in [16]. 
The author is grateful to M. G. Barratt for his stimulating interest. 
Sl. hlONO%~ORPHISivlS 
All spaces considered are supposed-to have abase-point, always denoted by *; unless 
the contrary is explicitly stated, all maps and homotopies are supposed to preserve base- 
points. Let 
(I) FLEf+B 
be a.(Hurewicz) fibration; thus, p has the (based) homotopy lifting property for all spaces, 
F = p-l(*), and j is the inclusion. Associated with (1) are [6] a lifting map 
1. : {(i, fl) E E x B’ 1 p(e) = /3(O); -+ E’ 
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satisfying i.(e, b)(O) = e and p 2 ;.(e, p) = fi, and a homotopy H, : E’ -+ E’ with H,,(E) = L(&(O), 
p 0 E), H, = 1, p 3 Hr(e) = p 0 E, where 1 also denotes the identity map. A co-H-space, the 
dual of an H-space, is a space X with a comuitiplication G : X + X v X such that i 0 CJ z A. 
where i is the inclusion of the axes Xv X into the Cartesian product X x X. and A is the 
diagonal map. We recall [9; Prop. 2.11 that j in (1) is monomorphic if, and only if, the 
operation p : F x RB + F, given by p(e. w) = i(e. o)( 1). is homotopic to the projection 
x:FxRB-+F. 
THEOREM 1.1. Strppose B in (I) has the homotopy rype of a C W-complex. ff B is a 
co-H-space, then j is monomorphic ly, and only l& it has a left homoropy inverse. 
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. To prove the other part, we first assume that B is the 
(reduced) suspension L4 of some CW-complex A. Introduce the diagram 
FxA i ,FxCOA G * ,G, A , C,A 
F : CIA G, .E C,A kc , EA 
where C,A =((s,a)~~A(O.~2s< 13 and C,A = {(s, a) E .ZA ( 1 s 2s I 2) are the 
(reduced) cones which constitute the suspension; the unlabelled maps are given by a + ($, a) 
and they embed A in the cones; finally, h, and k, are contracting homotopies given by 
hl(s, a) = (sr, a) and k,(s, a) = (1 - t + st, a). 
The second square consists of the inverse images under p of the last square; the maps are 
the obvious inclusions. In the first part of the diagram, i is the obvious inclusion whereas 0 
is given by 
(2) 0(e, a) = (j.(e, z)(l), (4, a)) with a(s) = (J, a) E CA. 
Define $J by means of three components given by 
Me, 0, a>) = j.(e, Kr, a>)(l) E G, if OS2sI1, 
4,(e, 0, a>) = j.(e, Q, a>)(l) o G, if 1 -< 2s5 2, 
&(e, a) = j.(e, II<+, a>)(l) E G if aEil, 
where h<s, a) and k(s, a) are the paths in A defined by h, and k, . We now prove that the 
diagram 
FxCOA ’ FxA ’ F x C,A 
(3) 
I 
90 - I++; -&i 
G / OC G * rG1 
homotopy commutes. In the left square, this is an immediate consequence of the definition of 
(p. To prove it in the right square, define K, : F x A -+ G, by 
KLe, a) = H, -,(i(e, a) + j.(E.(e, r)(l), k(3, a)))(l), 
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where x is as in (2) and + stands for path addition. Then, K, = $I 3 6 and K, = Lo, where 
L, : F x A -+ G, is given by L,(e, a) = j.(e, I,(a))(l) with 
I,(a)(s) = ((1 - t)25 + fS 2, a) if OI2sI1, 
= ((1 - t)(3:2 - S) -i ts:2. a) if 1 I 2s I; 2. 
Since L, = g 2 c#I:, the assertion is proved. Suppose now that p 2: rr. Then 0 is homotopic to 
the map (e. a) + (e, (+, a)), and it follows that D 3 i 2: 0, where D : F x Co A -+ F x CIA is 
given by D(e. (s, a)) = (e, (I - s, a)). As is well known, +,, , @,, C#J~ are all homotopy 
equivalences, and since (3) homotopy commutes, there results a map d: Go -, G, such that 
d ? f ‘v g. Since A is closed in C, A, and since the CW-pair (C, A, A) has the free homotopy 
extension property, it follows from [20; Th. 121 that the pair (G,, G) also has this property 
and, hence, the based homotopy extension property. Therefore, we may modify d so that 
d 0 f = g and, since E = G, u G,, G = G, n G,, there results a map r : E + G, such that 
r 0 $ = 1. Inspection of the homotopy H,(E), where E(S) = e for all s E I, reveals that the 
composite 
6 
F.-*FxC,A~GI-E, 
where the first map sends e to (e, *), is homotopic to j, and a left homotopy inverse ofj is 
now given by rt o Yi 0 r, where x : F x CIA -+ F is the projection and Y, a homotopy 
inverse of 4,. Suppose now that B is an arbitrary co-H-space. Since it has the homotopy 
type of a CW-complex, there is a map y : B -+ XX? such that q o y 2: 1, where q(s, o) = 
w(s) for every loop LL) [I 1; Th. 1.11. For the same reason, there is a homotopy equivalence 
r : IfUll -+ RB, where ]RB] is a CW-complex [18 ; Cor. 31. As a consequence, there is a 
map r : B --+ C IQBI and a homotopy CL,. ~B-+Bsuchthatu,=R~~andr,=1,where 
R = q 0 XT. Introduce the diagram 
L 5 
F7-W - ClRBl 
I I j ‘llQ P ) ‘TIR 
F- E B 
where W = {(e, y) E E x C IRB( /p(e) = R(y)) is the fibre space over C ]RB] induced by R 
from p, Q and S are the obvious projections, and r(e) = (E.(e, a(p(e))(l), I- op(e)) with 
r(p(e)) standing for the path in B defined by z,. As is well known, S is a fibre map with 
fibre F and inclusion i given by i(e) = (e, *). Since Q 0 i = j, i is monomorphic if so isj and, 
by the first part of the proof, i admits a left homotopy inverse M. Define J, : F + W by 
J,(e) = (H,(s)(l), *) where E(S) = e for all s E 1. Then, J, = T oj, J, = i, and M D TO j Y 
M 0 I’ N 1, which concludes the proof. 
Remark 1.2. If F, E, B are O-connected spaces of the homotopy type of C W-complexes, 
the existence of a left homotopy inverse ofj in (1) implies that E has the homotopy type of 
F x B [14]. 
Example 1.3. Let .I?-’ & W 2n-1 5 S” be the fibration of the space of unit tangent 
vectors to 9’. If n is odd, p has a cross-section so that the map RS” -+ P-i, which induces 
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the boundary operator in the homotopy sequence of the fibration. is nullhomotopic. This is 
a necessary condition in order that j be monomorphic. However. b> 1. I and i .2, j is mono- 
morphic only if W2”-’ z 9-l x S”; this happens if, and only if. n = I. 3, or 7 [I 5; Th. 
1.121, [I], and in these cases j is actually monomorphic as is easil!, seen using [ 15; Cor. 1.93. 
E.yample 1.4. Consider the fibration R,V * RX L 22,X’% X. where rl * B denotes the 
join of A and E, and &s, o) = w(s) [2]. There is a map y : RX -) RU2.Y such that Qq 3 y 1 1 
SO that the obvious map RX-+ RX * QX is nullhomotopic. Howe\-er. j is not monomorphic 
in general for, if X = S”(n 2 I), X x (QX*.Q,Y) has a non-vanishing cup-product and, hence, 
does not have the homotopy type of a suspension. 
Example 1.5. Co-H-spaces coincide with the spaces of(normalized) Lusternik-Schnirel- 
mann category 1. We now show that 1.1 is no longer valid if cat B 2 2. Consider the diagram 
J 
T ! 
h / 
s’ __* s’ - j,-( Z. 2 
I 
where h is the Hopf map, 7 the inclusion into the complex projective n-space (n 2 2). and f, g 
the obvious inclusions into the Eilenberg-MacLane space. Let 
w = {(s, /?, .v) E sz x K(Z, 2)’ x U(n)/f(x) = /3(O). 8( 1) = g(_v)) 
be the fibred product off and g with projections 4 and p. Then, p is a fibre map with fibrc 
F and inclusion j and, since the bottom row may be considered as a fibration, there is a 
homotopy equivalence k such that h 0 k N q oj. Therefore, since 11 is monomorphic [9], 
so is j. Next, since g 0 7 = f, there is a map IY such that (I 0 r Y 1. Since F N S3 and any 
map S2 --+ S3 is nullhomotopic, the assumption that W z F x CP(rr) implies that Sz is 
dominated by U(n), and this is well known to be false. Here cat CF’(n) = II. 
We close this section by deriving a consequence of the proof of 1.1. Let E : I’ + RC Y 
be the natural embedding; it satisfies &J)(S) = (s, y>. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose B = ZA in (1). rf the composite F x A 2 F x REA 5 F is 
komotopic to the projection F x A -+ F, tken p is komotopic to the projection F x RCA + F. 
Proof. In (3) we may rewrite f3(e, a) as (p 3 (1 x .z)(e, a), (f, a)) so that 0 is homotopic 
to the map (e, a) -+ (e, (4, a)) if the assumption in I .6 is fulfilled. Inspection of the proof of 
I. 1 reveals that this is sufficient to imply that j has a left homotopy inverse. Therefore, j is 
monomorphic and, according to [9; Prop. 2. I], p is homotopic to the projection. 
An application of 1.6 will be given at the end of the next section. 
52. THE RELATI\‘E W’HITEHEAD PRODL-CT 
We will refer to the diagram 
FzAk, 
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wherej is an inclusion and F = (5 E X’ j $0) = *. <( 1) E A1 with the constant path as base- 
point; the map p, given by p(S) = <(I). is a fibre map. The base-point * of any space Y is 
said to be non-degenerate if the pair (I’. *) has the free homotopy extension property and 
(*) is a closed subset of Y. 
LEMMA 2. I. If X has a non-degenerate base-point, so does F. 
Proof. According to [ 19 ; Th. 71. there is a neighborhood C’ c X of *, a homotopy 
h, : U -+ A’. and a map cp : A’-+ I such that II,(*) = *, h,(U) = *, h,(u) = II, * = q-l(O), 
q(s) = I if .r # 6. Let P’ = {< E Fl {(I) c o’),. and define k, : V -+ F by k,(c) = h, 0 5 ; thus 
V is a neighborhood of * in F. and 
(5) k,(*) = *, k,(V) = *. k,(t) = < if < E v. 
Define a function $ : F -+ I by 9(t) = sup{q -3 i’(s) 10 I s 5 l}; then. 
(6) * = $-l(O) and It/(t) = 1 if < $ V. 
According to (5). (6). and [19; Th. 21, it only remains to show that 9 is continuous; {*} 
will then be closed in F according to the first relation in (6). Let E> 0 be given, and select 
closed subsets I,. . . . I,, of I such that I = VI, and diam I, I ~12, I < m I n; let J, be an 
open subset of I such that I,,, c J,, and diam J,, I E. Select an arbitrary < E F. Let 
C, = <-I 2 cp-‘(l,,,) c I and U, = cp-‘(J,) c X; thus, < E n[C,. c’,] where, as usual, 
[K. W] = {[ E Fl i(K) c W}. If 11 E n[C,, r/J and s E I, then s E C, for some m and 
cp 3 q(s) E J,; also, q 3 t(s) E J,, so that lcp 0 q(s) - cp 9 c(s)] I E and 1$(q) - lb(t)1 I E. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If X has Q non-degenerate base-poirtt, then the pair (RA x F, RA x {*}) 
has the free and, hence, also the based homotopy extension property. 
Proof. Apply 2.1 and [20; Th. 121 to the trivial fibration RA -+ RA x F --* F. 
We now pass to the definition of the universal relative Whitehead product. Let 
q, : ZR.4 -+ A and q2 : X2F --+ F be given by q,,,(s, w) = w(s). As is well known, the absolute 
Whitehead product [ql, p 3 q2] may be represented by the composite 
~:RA*QFL- AvFIVP’ AvALA. 
where B*C is the join of B and C with the segment joining the base-points of B and C 
shrunk to a point, which will serve as base-point in the join. Let r E RA and cp E RF SO that 
@‘(s)(t) E X, cp(O)(t) = q(l)(t) = q(s)(O) = *, q(s)(l) E A; 
a point in the join is denoted by (1 - sb @scp. The map L is given by L((1 - s)a @scp) = 
(*, ~(2s)) or (z(2 - Zs), *) according as 0 5 2s I 1 or 1 I 2s 5 2; V is the folding map. 
Defineh,:RA*RF-+Xby 
(7) I],(( 1 - s)r ,S.scp) = j ’ r(3) if 052.~5 l.OlZtj 1, 
= qQs)(2t - I ) if 0 5 2s I I, 1 I Zt 5 2, 
= j 3 r(4t( 1 - s)) if 1 5 2s 5 2, 0 5 Zt 2 7, 
=j J x(2 - 2s) if 1 I 2s 52, I I2t 5 2. 
Then, /I,, = * and h, =i = (p. Therefore, 4 may be lifted to F and there results a map 
W : RA*RF ---* F given by W(( 1 - s)rl : $9) = h(( 1 - s)sc @sty), 
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where hb) is the path defined by h, . It follows from (7) that 
(8) w(( 1 - S)W 0 SCp) = j J Y + (p(2.S) if OI2sIl. 
= j2 u2_z, +joz(2-Is) if I I2sI2, 
where +- denotes path addition, r,(t) = cr(st), andj 0 $2 - 2s) stands for the constant path 
at the corresponding point. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The homotopy class qf W is the universal re1atic.e Whitehead product 
associated with (4). 
Remark 2.4. If i E n,(A) and p E n,(F)arerepresented by the adjoints off’: S’“- ’ -+ RA 
and g : S”-’ +SlF, then it is easily seen that the composite 
y+n-I__S,n-l*y-1 f*y **A**/= IV ,f- 
coincides, up to a sign, with the ciassical relative Whitehead product [;., 1~1 considered in 
[41. 
Let S : Z(fL4 c QF) + RA L CRF be the homotopy equivalence given by 
S(t, (1 - s)k~@os(p) = 341 - s)a@(l - 3t(l -s))* if 013t11, 
= (1 - s)x@s(3t - I, cp) if I I3t < 2, 
= (3 - 3t)(I - s)g@(l - (3 - 3t)(l -s))* if 2 I3t 5 3. 
Let p : RX x F -_* F, given by p(w, 4) = o + <, express the operation on the left of RX on 
F; let H(p) : f&Y * F + CF, given by H(p)((l - s)w 9s<) = (s, co + Z). be the Hopf con- 
struction on p; finally, let q : .ZQF-+ F be given by y(s, w) = w(s), and let J : ZF -+ CF, 
given by J(t, 0 = (1 - t, <), be suspension inversion. 
THEOREM 2.5. If A' has a non-degenerate base-point, then the diagram 
?ZW J 
Z(R.4 * QF) - CF- ZF 
5 H(P) 
RA&R F 
fije.4 l T 
RX*F 
homotopy commutes. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
Q/t x (*} - 0‘4 x F - (RA x F) u C(QA x {*)) 
I 
P%-Jlx 11 
I 
R, 1 
F + F 
where /z~(cL, *) = 3, + a(t) with a,(s) = z(ts) and a(t) standing for the constant path at the 
corresponding point, and R(s, 5) = CL + t, R(s(u, *)) = hS(x, *). Since h,(r, *) = p c (Qj x 1) 
(a, *), 2.2 yields a homotopy k, : RA x F + F such that k, = p = (Qj x 1) and k,(z, *) = 
&(a, *); let r = k, . Define T by T(a, [) = r(o1, <) and T(s(ac, *)) = *; then, the homotopy 
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gr : (RA x F) u C(QA x {a)) -+ F, given by g,(z 5) = k,(z. 5) and g,(s(z, *)) = k,,(r, *) 
satisfies go = Tand g, = R. According to (8). EV is easily seen to coincide with the composite 
RA *RF-G (QA x CnF> u (CR/I x RR 2 (Q/t x F) u C(QA x (*:) L F, 
where G((1 - s)a ,sscp) = (inf(l. 2 - %)a, inf(7s. I)cp) and Q(sr. cp) = S(Y, *). Q(x, scp) = 
(CI, q(s)). We may replace R by T. and obtain that ZW is homotopic to the map .\I given 
by 
.Cl(t. (I - s)cL 3q9) = (t, r(x. q(s))). 
Next, the relation p 2 (Qj x I) v r implies that 
H(p)>(Rj* l)=H(p2(Qjx 1))~H(r). 
Therefore. the composite H(p) 0 (!Aj * I) 3 (I ;(I 4) : S is homotopic to H(r) : (I * 4) 2 S 
which, in turn, is homotopic to the map N given by 
N(t, (I - s)s( ‘3,s~~) = (s, 1.(~. p(t))). 
Let 0,, = (a,, b,) : (I x I, ;I(1 x I)) -(I x 1. ?(I x I)) be a family of rotations of the (s. t) 
square such that 0, = I and ao(s, t) = I - t, h&s, t) = s; d(l x I) is the boundary of the 
square. Define H, : X(RA * QF) -+ CF by 
H,( t, (I - S)X ~3 scp) = (a,,(.~, t), T(T. 43 2 h,(s. t)). 
Then, H, = J 0 ill and H, = N. and the proof is concluded. 
Remark 2.6. The preceding result is obviously valid even if j fails to be an inclusion; F 
is then the fibre space over A induced by the arbitrary map j from the contractible path- 
space fibration over X. In particular, 2.5 remains valid if (4) is replaced by a fibration 
F-+E-B. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If p in (4) is monomorphic, then 1 W 2 0. 
ProoS. If p is monomorphic, then H(p) z 0 [9; Prop. 2.21. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Lerj: A -+ Y x Z% YgZ -+ X be a composite in which Q collapses 
to a point the axes Y v Z of Y x Z, while the other t\vo maps are arbitrary. Then, Z: W v 0. 
Proof: Let i : Y v Z -+ Y x Z be the inclusion. Since Ri has a right homotopy inverse 
one has Qjz 0, hence also Qj * 9~ 0. 
To prove that CW may be nullhomotopic without W being so, we need the 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The composite C$ : RF * RF Rp*L RA c RF ” - F is homotopic to 
the (absolute) unicersal Whitehead product of F. 
Proof. The (absolute) universal Whitehead product of F is the composite 
v 
V:RF*RFL FvF- F; 
it satisfies 
V(( I - s)ll/ %, srp) = cp(2s) if O<ZsIl. 
= 11/(2 - 2s) if 1 I 2s I 2. 
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H,(fl - s)lc/ %sscp)(t) = C(zt)(l - u) if 0 52s I 1.0 5 2 5 I. 
Then. H, = r#~ and, as 
COROLLARY 2.10. 
= @s)(Zt - I) if 0 I 2s I I, I 5 2r 5 2. 
= $(4( I - s)t)(l - u) if I IIsI2,OI2tI I. 
= $(2 - Zs)( I - u + (It - 1)~) if I 5 2s 5 I!. 1 2 Zt < 2. 
is easily seen. H, z Y. 
Consider the Jibratiotz F -+ F -+ {*I, If F has a non-trivial White- 
head product, then W + 0 but 1 W1: 0. 
Proof. One has V $: 0 hence. by 2.9. 4 + 0 so that W’ + 0. Hovvcv,er. Eu’z 0 according 
to 2.1. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.1 I. Let FL E; B be a fibration. If' j 2 0. tiretl W z 0 if. and otrlj* if’ 
zwzo. 
Prooj: One has a homotopy commutative diagram 
nr_ IS’ 
RZ(RE * RF)_’ RIF 
6 
T R I 
, 
RE*QF -F 
where E(~)(S) = (s, y) and r is a left homotopy inverse of E : F -+ REF. which exists since F 
is dominated by RB [5; $51. 
A mapf‘: X -+ Y of H-spaces is said to be an H-map if it is homotopy homomorphic; 
X and Y are said to have the same H-type viafiffis a homotopy equivalence and an H-map. 
Loop spaces will always be considered as H-spaces under the loop addition ,U : RY x R Y-+ 
R Y; their Cartesian products are then H-spaces in the obvious way. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let FL E% B be a fibration, arld suppose there is atI H-map 
I- : QB -+ RE such that I2p 0 I- = 1 (e.g., T = Ry ct,here 7 is a cross-section). Then, RE has the 
kl-type of QB x RF ria p 3 (I- x f2j) iJ; atld onI> 6 the composite 4 : RB * QT.2 
RE*RF ” -----+ F is nullhomotopic. 
Proof. According to [5; $51, 11 0 (I- x Qj) is a homotopy equivalence. As in group 
theory, it will be an H-map if, and only if the two maps 
ni P’: r 
RE - RF-- R5 x RF 
2*5- RE 
commute in the group rc(RB x QF, !2E) of homotopy classes of maps f2B x RF -+ RE. This 
is well known to happen if, and only if, the absolute Whitehead product in the top row of the 
homotopy commutative diagram 
r-nj I' 
n5tRF -RE*RE- E 
I-. 1 
I 
. 
j 
N c 
RE*RF ’ F- ns 
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is nullhomotopic; here, C.is as in the proof of 2.9. and S = p I RB x {*). induces the boundar! 
operator in the homotopy sequence of the fibration. The presence of r implies that 2 = 0 
and soj induces monomorphisms of generalizrd homotopy groups. Since QB * QF has the 
homotopy type of a suspension. it follows that I’ 7 (I- * nj) 1 0 if. and only if, I+’ 3 (r * I) 2 0. 
and the proof is concluded. 
With the notation of 2.12. \ve prove 
PROPOSITIOX 3.13. ff F is a co-H-space nnd if there is a map f : RB + RE wirh fJp = r = 
I. illen I$J z 0 if: and only if. H(p) 2r 0. 
Proof: According to 2.5 one has 
H(P) 3 mp * 4) c u- * ~l)-S2:J~~~:~(RB*Rn-*~F. 
Since J is a homotopy equivalence . X4 z 0 if H(p) _v 0. Since S is a homotopy equivalence 
and fip 0 r= I, H(p) 3 (1 * q) 2 0 if X4 2 0. The result follows since q has a right homotopy 
inverse [I I ; Th. I. I]. 
Tf~EORw 2.14. Let FL ET B be a jibration i/z Ichich F, E, B flare the flomotopy t_vpe 
o/’ cotmected CCC-complexes. Suppose there is an H-map IT : RB --+ RE sdl tlrnt l2p 3 I-’ = I. 
Let E he (n - I )-connected nnd suppose that n,(F) = Ofor (I > 3n - 2. if RE bras the H-type 
qf RB x RF ria /I : (I- x Qj). then j has n k/t honzotop)~ inrerse. 
Proqf: Identify RB x RF with R(B x F) in the obvious way. Define i: F-B x F 
and r : B x F 4 F by i(.u) = (*, x) and r(b, x) = x. Then 
(9) 1’ c (r x 0j) 3 Ri Y Qj. 
Let Q, be a homotopy inverse of ,U 0 (r x Qj); since the latter is an H-map. so is (6. There- 
fore, the connectivity assumptions imply [12: Th. D], [21 ; 7.31 that !2r 3 d, I Q/‘for some 
,/‘: E + F. Then, by (9). 
Q(f~j)-12r3+3/~o(r xQj)o!Ai=Q(r3i)= I. 
Thus. /‘gj induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups and, hence. it has a homotopy 
inverse g. Then. g sf‘> j z I and g of is the required left homotopy inverse ofj. 
Esample 2.15. We show that 3n - 2 cannot be replaced by 3n - I in 2. t 3. To this end. 
let B and Y be Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of type (Z, 2) and (Z, 6), respectively; let II and I. 
be their fundamental classes. Consider the sequence 
FL E: B: Y, 
where the homotopy class of k is determined by the relation k*(c) = u3, the cup-cube in 
integral cohomotogy; E with projection p is the fibre space induced by k from the contrac- 
tible path-space fibration over Y, and F with inclusion j is the fibre of p. The loop space 
RE is known [13; $11 to have the H-type of RB x RF via ki 2 (r x Qj) for some H-map 
r : QB + ftE with !2p 0 r = I. However, j does not have a left homotopy inverse since E 
does not have the homotopy type of B x F. Here. u = 2 and x,(F) = 0 for y >. 5. 
Example 2.16. Let SsA Ez S” be a fibration with q > n; as is well known. it admits a 
cross-section g : S” -t E. We claim that if 0E has the H-type of RS” x RS’J via /J o (Qg x Qj). 
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then E 1 S” x Sq. For. by 2.12. 4 r 0 hence $5 2 0 and, by 2.13, H(p) 4 0 so that 
H(p 0 (e x I)) 2: 0, where e : Y- RX Y is the natural embedding. Since q > n, the connec- 
tivity and dimension conditions are such that [9; Prop . 3.31 may be applied to conclude that 
p 0 (e x 1) is homotopic to the projection .S”-’ x Sq + Y. It then follows from I .6 that p 
itself is homotopic to the projection !X” x Sq -+ Sq. Therefore. by [9; Prop. 2.13.i is mono- 
morphic and the result follows from I. I and 1.2. 
Remark 3.17. All the results in [4] concerning the classical relative Whitehead product 
generalize to the universal relative Whitehead product given by 2.3. 
53. I-HE PROJECTI\‘E SPACES 
Let 
(10) FAEEB 
be a fibration in which F. E, B have the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Suppose that 
F = CG for some G, and suppose there is a map g : RB -+ !AE, with adjoint f: ;CRB -+ E, 
suchthatRp3g= I. Letr: EuCF -+ B extend p by mapping the cone to the base-point. 
Let R, with projection d: R d E u CF, be the fibre space over E u CF induced by r from 
the fibration PB + B, where PB is the space of paths in Bending at the base-point. Then. as 
in f7; Th. 1.1 and Th. 1.41, there is a homotopy equivalencej such that the diagram 
RB*F’R 
(11) 
EF- E u CF 
homotopy commutes; g collapses E to a point, and H(p) results by the Hopf construction 
applied to the left operation p : RB x F -+ F attached to (10). Let k = d =j and let the 
homotopy equivalence S be as in 2.5; let J be suspension inversion. 
THEOKEM 3.1. T/m-e is LI ~ZQJJ 7 : QB * G -+ F suciz that [f; h] = Ir 3 \I:. :\:oreorer, 
IL’/ ‘u J 3 (a 0 k) 3 s. 
Proof: The Whitehead product [f: 111 is easily seen to coincide with the composite 
RB*GS 
I‘ h 
RE*flF----- F- E, 
where e : Y 4 RZ Y is the natural embedding and W, given by 2.3. is associated with (101. 
Let 7 = W Q (g * e). The first square in the diagram 
E(y . e, r,,. J 
X(f2B + G) -’ I(RE * QF) - ZF- ZF 
fllP 
1 9.X-r 1 np*q I 
RBcF -WE * ZCIF ‘!2B*F 
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obviously commutes: the second. where y(s, (9) = W(S), homotopy commutes according to 
2.5. Since Rp : g = I and (1 : Zr = 1. we obtain the relation H(p) : S 2J 2 1;; and. since 
J 2 J = I. the desired result follows now from (I I). 
Remark 3.2. Let P(m), I 5 m IX‘. denote the projective m-space over the held I< of 
real numbers, complex numbers. or quaterions. Let y = I. 2. or 4 be the dimension of K 
over the reals, and let n = q(nr -+- I ). The sequences 
Il.., P 
(12) 
S”_’ __t P(,?I) - B, 
where jr,, is the Hopf map, B = P(,x,). and p the inclusion, may be regarded as fibrations. 
Then, 3.1 applied to (12) immediately yields the key lemma 3.2 in [3]; in fact, this lemma 
suggested our more general result 2.5. It is also clear that 3.1 applies to any two consecutive 
stages in the construction of the classifying space of any topological group [ 171. 
We maintain the notations of 3.2. and consider s”-’ as an H-space under its usual 
multiplication. Then. the adjoint of the inclusion S’ --t B is an H-homotopy equivalence by 
means of which we identify S4-’ with RB. Also, according to [8; Lemma 2.21. and using the 
previous identification, the adjoint I-,, : .Sq-’ -+RP(rtr) of the inclusion S“ +f(nr) satisfies 
flp 0 I-, N 1 and is an H-map if nl 2 3. As another application of 2.5 we prove 
3.3. Let rn2 2. Then, h,,, is monomorphic if. and on1.v $ RP(m) has the 
H-fype ofY_’ x RS”-’ ciu 11 2 (I-,, x WI,,,). 
Prooj: Suppose W(m) has the required H-type. Then, by 2.12, the composite 
r,.,. I IV 
(b : .y-’ + RS”_’ - RP(fJI) * fis”- ’ - s”- ’ 
is nullhomotopic. Hence, Z& ‘v 0 and, by 2.13. H(p) = 0. According to [9; Prop. 2.2 and 
2.31, this is equivalent to II,, being monomorphic. Conversely. if H(p) z 0 then, by 2.13, 
Z4 = 0. Hence, ‘r(r#~ c (1 * e)) = 0, where e : s”-’ + RS”-’ is the natural embedding. 
Since Cs”-’ is (n - I)-connected and dim Sq-’ * S”-’ I Ztz - 2. \ve may desuspend uniquely 
and obtain 4 13 (1 + e) N 0 hence TV,,, 9 4 = (I * e) N 0. It follows now from [8; Lemma 2.11 
that also h, = 4 v 0. Since /I, induces monomorphisms of generalized homotopy groups. 
and since a join has the homotopy type of a suspension, it follows that 4 ‘v 0, and RP(m) 
has the required H-type according to 2.12. 
$4. AXIAL hlAPS 
Let B be a connected C&‘-complex with base-point *. Define a sequence of spaces 
Ek and maps pk : Ek -+ B as follows: E, = {*) and p0 is the inclusion; assuming that pt is 
defined, let Fk with projection h, : Fk --) Ek be the fibre space induced by pn from the space of 
paths in B ending at the base-point; then, let E. 1+1 = Ek u CFk result by attaching the cone 
via h, , and define pe+, byp,+,(x)=p,(x)ifs~E,andp,+,(s(x,~))=fl(I -.r)if(X./I)EFk. 
As is easily seen, E, may be identified to X:RB and, then, pI z q 0 J where q(s, o) = w(s) 
and J is suspension inversion. Let j, : E,, + Ek + 1 be the inclusion, and define I; : If2B --*E,, 
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by f, = 1 andf;=j,_, 2.. . 5 j, if X- 2 1: thus. pk ;fi = p,. The adjoint y, : RB -+ RE, of 
f; - J satisfies $J, : gk = I so that 
(13) II, itdifces mot~omorphisms ofgenerali~ert homotop>. groups. 
Next. with e : ,-I -+ RZA standing for the natural embedding. it follows from [IO; Th. 4.21 
that 
(11) If’B=U. rherlj,>fL_, -Se;p,foratl.r,k> I. 
Let K denote the set of integers k 2 I, for which the map V 3 (,j, v 11~) : tRB v Fk 
-+ E, v E, + E, extends to the Cartesian product ZnB x Fk. The equivalence. up to 
homotopy. of the previous construction with that described in [17]. and the fact that the 
loop space of a countable C’W-complex may be regarded as a topological group. enable us 
to reformulate a question raised in [l6; p. 451 as follows: can K be empty for some Br 
Cases in which K is not empty are provided by takin g for B an infinite projective space 
over any of the fields of real numbers, complex numbers, or quaternions [l6; Cor. 1.31. 
THEORFS 4. I. If‘B = S”‘, m 2 2. t/ten K is empr!. 
Proof: Let k 2 I be arbitrary. According to [7; Th. 1.11. Fk has the homotopy type of 
the join of k + I copies of RB. Therefore, FL has the homotopy t)‘pe of a suspension IG, 
and the map V 0 (J, v /I~) extends to D2B x Fk if, and only if, the Whitehead product 
[If;, /7,] or, equivalently, [f; 0 J, 17,] vanishes. Let this be so. Then, it follows from (13) 
and 3.1 that CJ 0 JIM+, z 0, where G : E,, I -+ZF, collapses X(Ek) to the base-point. There- 
fore. consideration of the cofibration Fk+ i ---t E,, , -+ EkT2 reveals that there is a map 
cp : E,+z -+ ZF, such that cp ox+, N CT. According to (14). both jk and j,, , factor through B. 
Therefore, the homorphisms 
(jk)i : H,(E,) --t Hi(Ek+,) and (ii : Hi(E,,,) + H,(ZFJ 
vanish for i > n7. The homology sequence of the cofibration E, -+ E,,, -Xl-;. now reveals 
that Hi(Ek+l) = 0 for i > m. Next. Fk is (n - I)-connected for some tl 2 I [17; Lemma 3.31 
and, since F,, I 2 RB * Fk, by [7; Th. 2.31 one has the exact sequence 
H,-,(B)-+ H,-2(Fk+I)-)HS_I(E~+,)-*~~-2(B)-*. . . 
of reduced homology groups, where N = 2 tx + tz. Since m 2 2 and n 2 1, one has S - 2 > nl 
so that H,(Fk+,) = 0 if nz < is N i 2: But H,,_,(RB) = Z and H,(F,) = Z so that 
H,,+JFk+,) = Z [17; Lemma 2.11. Since m < m + n < N - 2, we have reached a contra- 
diction which reveals that [If;, hk] is not vanishing. 
It would be interesting to know what happens when B is the classifying space of a 
compact Lie group different from So, S’, and S3. 
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